
STEP 1 : Pour the EV EVOLUTION polymeric sand on a 
completely dry surface.

STEP 2 : Using a push broom, spread the polymeric sand over 

stone or slab (minimum  2 3/8’’ (6 cm) depth).

STEP 3 : Use a vibrating plate over the entire area for joints less 
than 1/4‘’. Repeat steps 1 to 3 until the joints are 

STEP 4 : To avoid having the product sticking to the top of the 
pavers, stones or slabs, remove all the remaining sand with a 

STEP 5 WATERING :  Use a water hose with a spray nozzle to 
water the area with a gentle mist or shower  setting, to avoid 
displacing  the polymeric sand. We recommend doing a spot 

minimum of 1’’ (2,54 cm) of the depth of the joint. Simply 
scratch  the sand with a screwdriver or sharp object to 
visualize, then pack-it back to the original condition. Do not 

STEP 6 DRYING/SETTING : Allow at least 24 hours of drying 
time for a maximum stability and performance of this product 
before exposure to rain. Drying or hardening time will vary 
depending on weather conditions. Cold and damp 
temperatures will increase  the drying time substantially.

INSTALLATION 
INSTRUCTIONS

REMINDER
We recommend using this product at temperatures 

over 32°F (0°  C).

Install the product only in good weather  conditions. Rain 
showers immediatly after the installation could carry the 
polymeric sand back to the paver surface. Cover it up!

Make sure the pavers, slabs or stones are dry before you 
start spreading the sand to avoid sticking or staining. 
Furthemore, make sure that pavers are free of polymeric sand 
before spraying with water.

Before using a sealer on your paved surface, we 
recommend to wait at least 20 days and check with the paver 

at this time.

This product must be stored in a dry place.

New all-in-one 
formula
FOR JOINTS UP TO
4’’ (10 CM) WIDE

For pavers, slabs and
flagstones joints

Available 
Colours
BLACK, GREY, BEIGE, WHITE
Will not stain pavers

POLYMERIC SAND

Follow the manufacturer’s instructions carefully. Have the 
technical data sheet on hand prior to the start of the 
installation.  www.sablemarco.com

www.greatnorthlandscape.com



- Apply product dry, hardens after spraying with water
- Use horizontally or on sloped surfaces
- Rapid setting in warm and sunny weather
- Withstands freeze / thaw cycles
- Prevents weed growth and ant hills
- Maximum width of joints 4’’ (10 cm)
- Minimum wetting depth 1’’ (2,5 cm)
- Minimum depth of polymeric sand 2 3/8’’ (6 cm)
- Rapid setting and easy to install

For the installation of 
pavers, slabs and 

COVERAGE

mm in      m2 6 m2      9 m2     36 m2

2 1/16” 9.4 126.7    
3 1/8” 6.3   64.5     
6 1/4” 3.3 33.4   
10 3/8” 2.0 23.0   
13 1/2” 1.6 17.8   

1 bag 1 bag 4 bags  
1 bag 2 bags 6 bags
2 bags 3 bags 12 bags
3 bags 5 bags 18 bags
4 bags 6 bags 23 bags

A 50 lb (22,7 kg) bag of EV EVOLUTION polymeric sand can cover 
approximately between 18 and 127 square feet (1,7 and 11,8 m ) of 
pavers depending on the shape, width of the joints and thickness of the 
paver or stone used.

Bag 22,7 kg (50 lb), 63 bags per pallet
All pallets are protected 

Based on a standard paver : 2 x 4 x 8’’ (50 x 100 x 200 mm)

 

Made in Canada
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POLYMERIC SAND
EV EVOLUTION polymeric sand is a specially formulated high 

pavers joints. EV EVOLUTION superior performance and 
durability is ideal for the installation of pavers, natural stones, 

sidewalks, patios, sloped driveways or walkways. 

conditions.

Available Colours:
Beige, Grey, Black, White

NEW 
GENERATION

The materials used in making this 
polymeric jointing sand are of the 

highest quality under strict production 
control.  The manufacturer has no 

control over the preparation and the 
application of the products, and 

therefore, cannot guarantee the end 
result.  Our warranty is limited to the 

replacement or reimbursement of 
defective product.  Claims must be 

submitted to Great North Landscape 
Products, within 20 days from the date 

the problem was discovered with a 
proof of purchase.

Authorized Dealer:


